


Above and Beyond offers an unprecedented interactive 
demonstration of advances in aviation and aerospace, 
from the first powered flights to the newest innovations 
on Earth and in space, and presents the forces that 
motivate aerospace innovators to dream up and build 
new flight technologies that can change our lives and 
our world.

Packed with fun interactive challenges, vehicle concept 
models and prototypes, immersive media presentations, 
and inspiring stories, this large-scale exhibition invites 

you to experience what it takes to make the 
“impossible” possible. Explore ever more advanced 
aircraft and spacecraft that change our lives and 
transform our world. And join the epic journey into 
the sky and beyond!

The exhibition is presented by Boeing, 
in collaboration with NASA and the 
Smithsonian’s National Air and 
Space Museum.

Highlights include:

• Design and test-fly your own supersonic jet
• Build a virtual UAV that can launch into the 
 eye of a storm to collect and transmit 
 real-time weather data
• Take an elevator ride to the edge of space
• Spread your wings and experience flight as 
 a bird
• Retrace innovators and innovations that  
 have transformed the world through flight in  
 a multitouch, multilayer timeline
• Step up to a “Junker” station for a cosmic  
 crusade against debris in space
• Five interactive galleries: Up, Faster, Farther,  
 Higher, and Smarter

The ultimate interactive
flight exhibition

• 5,000-square-foot highly interactive exhibit
• Target audience: Students in grades K-12 
 and families
• Comprehensive package of marketing, 
 public relations, education and event resources
• Tour underwriter: Boeing 
• Worldwide tour: 3 sets touring 
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Above and Beyond

To learn more about Above and Beyond including 
more information, pictures and videos;  visit the 
official websites at:
www.aboveandbeyondexhibition.com (U.S. site) 
www.flightexhibition.com (international site) 



One of the most interactive and inspiring science exhibitions 
exploring the world of mathematics ever to tour, MathAlive!  
premiered at Smithsonian Institution, where it achieved the  
highest average daily attendance of any exhibit at the  
International Gallery in its 25-year history.

MathAlive! is designed to spark the imagination and reveal not 
only math at work, but the endless possibilities of math. Primarily  
designed for kids in grades 3-8, the exhibition brings to life the 
math behind what kids love most – video games, sports, design, 

music and robotics – and creates 
interactive, immersive experiences 
that reveal the math at work. 

Visitors will ride snowboards in a 
step-on experience, program the 
robotic arm from the cupola of the 
International Space Station, design 
(and launch) their own video game 
characters, capture their 360 degree 
image in a freeze-motion 
video, create their own 
‘supertall’ skyscraper, and 

even design a skateboard to give it 
more “pop.” Through approximately 
40 unique, interactive experiences, the 
exhibit takes math from its native form and 
reveals its role in the applied worlds of design, 
engineering, technology, and science.

Institutional Partners 

• National Council of Teachers of Mathematics 
• National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 
• National Association of Professional Engineers 
• MATHCOUNTS 
• Society of Women Engineers 
• MathMovesU 

A separate exhibition 
set of MathAlive! is 

localized for venues in 
the Middle East.

MathAlive! Record-breaking exhibition surpasses 
expectations at tour stops across the country

• 5,000-square-foot visually captivating exhibition 
• Target audience: Students in grades K-12, with a focus on
 grades 3-8 (ages 7-14), and families 
• Comprehensive package of marketing, public relations,
 education and event resources 
• Tour underwriter: Raytheon 
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Highlights include: 

• Synapse Pop: Launch an electrical signal hurtling down 
 a neuron tunnel
• Brain Live!: EEG, MRI, CAT, PET - more than just the 
 alphabet, brain imaging at its most dramatic
• Unhinge-a-Brain: Turn the wheel and open a human 
 brain to view the structures inside 
• Phantom Pain: Learn about how people can feel the 
 sensation of pain in amputated limbs
• Be A Brain Surgeon: Use a gamma knife simulator to 
 excise a brain tumor

Exhibit Details:

Brain: The World Inside 
Your Head
The quintessential organic computer

• 3,000 – 5,000-square-foot highly-interactive exhibition 
• Target audience:  6-year-olds and up, families, schools
• Marketing and public relations resources available
• Teacher’s guide provided

The brain is responsible for every thought, motion and response our body makes.  
BRAIN uses 3-D reproductions, hands-on learning activities, and interactive 
technology to delve into the inner workings of the brain, including its processes, 
potential and mysteries. Visitors can probe the geography of a giant brain, stand in 
the midst of the brain’s constant electrical brainstorm, and experience medical and 
technological brain exploration. Exhibits also include explorations of the brain’s 
physicality, its                                     evolution and its adaptability. The National Institutes 
of Health,                                                        the National Institutes of Mental Health and the 
DANA                                                                        Alliance for Brain Initiatives collaborated on 
this                                                                                exhibition’s content.

Leonardo da Vinci is one of the world’s most celebrated painters, sculptors, 
musicians, architects, engineers and anatomists.  Machines in Motion 

presents 40 of Leonardo’s mechanical inventions that were built 
after in-depth study of his designs by a group of scientists and 
skilled craftsmen in Florence, Italy.

The exhibition’s uniqueness lies in the fact that many of the 
mechanisms are life-sized and fully operational. Visitors may touch 

and set the mechanisms in motion, combining a fascinating hands-on experience with 
an exploration of the principles Leonardo employed to create each machine.  Machines in 
Motion was created by Worldwide Museum Activities in association with the Leonardo 
da Vinci Museum in Florence, Italy.

Highlights include:

• Air: Flying Machines designed centuries before humans conquered 
 the skies – a device with mechanical wings to allow a person to fly,
 a parachute, and a flying ornithopter bicycle
• Water: Machines that employ the force of water to relay energy 
 –  worm screw;  equipment devised for humans to walk on water; 
 and the webbed glove, which was meant to accelerate swimming 
• Earth: Theatrical Machines – crane, printing press, oil press, and 
 a robot, which he invented centuries before the technological 
 revolution
• Fire: Constructions for machine warfare – cannon, machine gun 
 and a climb-in armored vehicle

Leonardo da Vinci: 
Machines in Motion
40 full-scale machines built from Leonardo da Vinci’s designs

• 2,500 – 5,000-square-foot  
 captivating exhibition 
• Target audience:   
 6-year-olds and up,   
 families, schools
• Marketing and public relations  
 resources available
• Teacher’s guide provided
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Explore the biomechanics of complex animal robots 
to discover how real animals function through The 
Robot Zoo, which reveals the magic of nature as a 
master engineer. Eight robot animals and more than 
a dozen hands-on activities illustrate real-life 
characteristics, such as how a chameleon changes 
colors, how a giant squid propels itself, and how a 
fly walks on the ceiling.

The larger-than-life-size animated robots include a 
chameleon, rhinoceros, giant squid, platypus, 
housefly, grasshopper, bat and giraffe. 

Cutaways expose the robotic animals’ insides as a 
host of easily recognizable machine parts and  
gadgets, such as shock absorbers and pumps,  
which demonstrate what make the robots work. By 
comparing anatomy, environments and size of the 
actual creatures to their mechanic counterparts,   

The Robot Zoo 
provides insights 
and hands-on fun 
for learning about 
animal biology.  
The Robot Zoo was 
developed in 
collaboration with 
Marshall Editions, London, England.

Scaled Version

A smaller 2,500-square-foot version of the exhibition 
includes three interactive robot animals and seven 
hands-on activities to illustrate fascinating real-life 
characteristics. The larger-than-life-size animated  
robots include a chameleon, a platypus, and a housefly.

Highlights include:

• Robot Body Shop: Manipulate  
 mechanical devices - hinges, pumps, 
 springs and shock absorbers
• Tongue Gun: Aim a robot chameleon 
 head and fire its tongue at 
 insect targets
• Swat A Fly: “Swat” the backlit image
 of each fly as it randomly flashes
• Keep an Eye on You: Maneuver the
 eyes of the chameleon robot and
 experience how they “see” 
 separate images

The Robot Zoo
One of the most popular science exhibitions in the world

• 5,000-square-foot dynamic exhibition 
• Target audience:  4-12 year-olds, 
 families, schools
• Marketing and public relations 
 materials available
• Teacher’s guide provided
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SPACE is a highly interactive exhibition that ignites the desire for space exploration and 
discovery, sparking imaginations and inspiring new generations of explorers. The exhibition 
was featured at Smithsonian’s National Air and Space Museum as part of the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration’s 50th anniversary celebration. 
SPACE uses immersive scenic elements, artifacts and interactive 
technology to bring this epic story to life. This unique experience
was created in collaboration with NASA and NSTA. 

Highlights include:

• Touch actual rocks from the lunar surface and 
 the red planet 
• Get an up close look at a wide range of artifacts 
 from the space program
• Take a spin on a space bike
• Explore a future Mars Base camp as you walk 
 through a full-size space habitat and work pod 
• Fly a Mars rover over the surface of Mars in this 
 computer interactive
• Experience the past, present and future of 
 space through these and dozens of other 
 displays, interactives and experiences 
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SPACE: A Journey to Our Future
The most interactive and relevant experience on manned spaceflight 
touring, now attended by more than 6 million

• 5,000-square-foot  
 immersive exhibition 
• Target audience: Families,  
 students in grades 2-12
• Comprehensive package of 
 marketing, public relations
 and education resources 



Newly discovered life forms, thermal vents, 
close-up views of deep-sea research submersibles, 
and shipwrecks, including the Titanic, are among the 
attractions in this deep-sea adventure created in collaboration with Woods 
Hole Oceanographic Institute. Extreme Deep highlights deep-sea exploration and 
discovery and depicts the mysteries of the ocean’s greatest depths. Visitors will observe the technology 
that has allowed men and women to travel to the ocean floor firsthand in WHOI’s Alvin and Sentry submersibles 
and the use of other underwater vehicles. Extreme Deep introduces biology, chemistry, geology, history, 
exploration, and the critical role that technology plays in understanding our world and its future.

Extreme Deep: Mission 
to the Abyss

• 3,000-square-foot interactive exhibition 
• Target audience:  6-year-olds and up,   
 families, schools
• Marketing and public relations 
 resources available
• Teacher’s guide provided
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Interactive adventure of deep-sea 
exploration and discovery

Highlights include:

• Alvin Personnel Interactive: Prepare the submersible to “dive” 
• Robot Arm Interactive: Operate Alvin’s robotic arm 
• Types of Vehicles: Build a high-tech submersible 
• Biological/Geological Specimens: View tube worms, see-through crabs, 
 and other fragile-yet-tough creatures 
• ROV Pilot: Explore the wreck of the Titanic as the ROV pilot 

MICROBES reveals the mysterious universe of microscopic 
organisms, from those that sustain life on Earth to those 
that threaten our health and even our existence. This 
interactive exhibition uses computer games, hands-on ex-
periences and special effects to examine what microbes 
are, what they look like, the history of disease, emerging 
diseases, and how research is helping find cures to save 
lives. MICROBES was created in collaboration with the 
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases.

Highlights include:

• Microbe Universe: 8 colorful 3D holograms floating 
 in space
• Race a Bug Video Game: Maneuver microbes through 
 simulated arteries
• Electron Microscope: View real viruses such as HIV

MICROBES: Invisible 
Invaders, Amazing Allies
Uncover a hidden world

• 3,000 square feet
• Target audience: Students in grades 
 3 and up, families
• Marketing and public relations 
 materials available
• Teacher’s guide provided

GENOME answers common questions and corrects 
misconceptions that surround the human genome, 
tackling topics such as genetic predetermination, 
the nature of mutations, and the differences in 
genetic material that separate one human from 
another. Developed in collaboration with the NHGRI, 
NIH, DHHS and the Whitehead Institute/MIT Center 
for Genome Research.

Highlights include:

• Cell Explorer: Video navigation of a 
 large map of a cell
• Cookie Factory: Shows how a company 
 making cookies resembles a cell 
 making proteins
• DNA Detective: Match DNA from a 
 suspect database

• 4,000-square-foot engaging exhibition
• Target audience: 7-year-olds and up, 
 families, schools
• Marketing and public relations 
 resources available
• Teacher’s guide provided

GENOME: The Secret 
of How Life Works
An entertaining interactive science experience
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From the Revolutionary War to the war on 
terror, SPIES uncovers the forgotten 
stories of domestic terrorists and 
foreign agents, militant radicals and 
saboteurs, who have threatened 
America’s sense of security during 
the past 200 years. 

The exhibition includes dramatic 
stories such as “City of Washington 
Captured and White House 
Torched” from 1814, “Manhattan 
Hit by Massive Explosions in New 
York Harbor” from 1916, and “Bomb 
Rips Senate Wing of Capitol” from 1971. 
SPIES also explores the questions, “How do we identify 
who the enemy is,” and “How do we keep the country safe without 
compromising the civil liberties upon which it was founded?” The SPIES 
exhibit was created by the International Spy Museum, located in 
Washington, D.C. 

Highlights include:

• Themed environments that  
 evoke the spirit of the times
• More than 145 historic  
 photographs and documents 
• 20 artifacts, never before on 
 view, including fragments of 
 the planes that hit the World 
 Trade Center
• 20 reproduction artifacts, 
 including historic anthrax 
 vials, pencil bombs and 
 artillery rounds 
• Historic film footage and 
 exclusive interviews
• A timeline that traces more 
 than 170 events, including 
 acts of terror and America’s 
 reactions

• 4,000-square-foot dynamic exhibition 
• Target audience:  Families, schools (most
 appropriate for children ages 12 and up)
• Marketing and public relations 
 materials available
• Teacher’s guide provided

Spies, Traitors, Saboteurs: 
Fear and Freedom in America

An unprecedented perspective on terror on American soil

Exhibit Details:

Organized by the Pro Football Hall of Fame 
in association with NFL Films, the exhibit 
presents a panoramic view of the story of 
professional football—from its humble 
beginnings in the late 19th century to the 
cultural phenomenon it is today—and brings 
together an extraordinary collection of artifacts, 
while creating an unforgettable 
interactive experience. 

The Science of Pro Football component of Gridiron Glory 
delivers an informative, engaging and interactive look at the 
fascinating marriage between football and science. The impact of physics is 
evident in everything from the strategy of plays to the development of protective 
 gear. The very design of the football and its 
 aerodynamic qualities is as important to 
 the passing game as Green Bay Packers 
 quarterback Aaron Rodgers’ arm.

 The exhibition offers a customized area of 
 the exhibit showcasing the city’s own home
 team, appearances by the true legends of 
 the sport, a comprehensive educational  
 outreach program, and much more.

Artifacts include such storied objects as the Super 
Bowl trophy; 1917 game ball used by Jim Thorpe and 
the Canton Bulldogs; football and leather helmet 
dating to the early origins of the game; Saints kicker 
Tom Dempsey’s famous kicking shoe created for his 
half foot; Mean Joe Greene’s jersey; turf (and other 
objects) from the “Immaculate Reception” game; 
Johnny Unitas’ jersey; collections from the first 
Super Bowl; plus fascinating artifacts that tell the 
stories of Red Grange, Dick Butkus, Joe Namath, 
Bart Starr, Tom Landry, Joe Montana, John Elway, 
and many other giants of the game.

Visitors can suit up in a ‘try-it-on’ equipment area, 
try their skills in a kicking challenge, or test their 
knowledge in a ‘NFL Instant Replay’ multi-media 
interactive. The exhibition provides both highly 
entertaining experiences and interactives that allow 
visitors to explore the connection of football and  
science, history, culture and more.

GRIDIRON GLORY: The Best of 
the Pro Football Hall of Fame
The most comprehensive football exhibition ever to tour

• 5,000 square feet 
• Target audience: Students  
 K-12, families, sports   
 enthusiasts
• Comprehensive package  
 of marketing, PR, education  
 and other resources
• Optional Interactive 
 Training Camp extends up  
 to 9,000 square feet

Exhibit Details:

  



Blind, blood-sucking, squeaky creatures that 
get tangled in your hair? Visitors of Masters 
of the Night soon find these beliefs are only 
myths that have held fast throughout the 
years. The exhibit explains that bats are 
actually gentle, beneficial animals. With 
lifelike models and interactives, the 
ecological importance of bats is revealed, 
and visitors can better understand and 
truly appreciate the wonders of the 
bat world.

Visitors learn about echolocation, discover 
where bat habitats are located worldwide, and 
experience the sensitivity of bat hearing. Dr. Merlin Tuttle, founder of Bat 
Conservation International (BCI), serves as scientific consultant. BCI is 
recognized as the international leader in conservation and education 
initiatives that protect bats and their habitats.

Highlights include:

• Echo, Echo, Echo: Learn about bats’ sonar system,  
 called echolocation
• I’m All Ears: Experience sound through a bat’s ears
• Importance of Bats: The ecological importance of bats to 
 pollination, seed dispersal and insect control
• Life-size bat models 
• Touchable bronze bat head sculptures

Exhibit Details:

MASTERS OF THE NIGHT: 
The True Story of Bats
Myths revealed in this perennial favorite

• 2,500-square-foot fascinating exhibition 
• Target audience: 4-year-olds and up, 
 families, schools 
• Marketing and public relations 
 materials available
• Teacher’s guide provided

Vatican Splendors: A Journey 
through Faith and Art

Highlights include:

• A reliquary containing the venerated relics of Saint Peter 
 and Saint Paul
• Paintings by 16th and 17th century masters
• Storied frescoes and mosaics
• Objects discovered at the tombs of Saint Peter and Saint Paul

Note: Objects will vary by venue.

One of the largest collections of Vatican art and historical objects ever viewed in North America

• Limited Engagement Tour
• 10,000 – 12,000 square feet
• Target audience: Families, 
 students K-12, special programs
 to serve parishes
• Comprehensive package of 
 marketing, public relations 
 and educational resources
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Experience 2,000 years of art and history presented 
through extraordinary works by artists such as 
Michelangelo, Guercino and Bernini, and objects 
marking the most significant moments in the 
history of the papacy and the Vatican.

Vatican Splendors: A Journey through Faith and Art 
features over 200 works of art and historically  
significant objects from the Vatican collections, many 
never before on display in North America, and some 
not on view to the general public, even in Rome. Every 
object in the exhibition tells its own story, together 
forming a great mosaic of the history of the Church 
and its impact on western civilization’s art, history 
and culture.

From the opening theater experience, where visitors 
will become immersed in the grandeur of the Vatican 

and see actual footage of the Scavi – the necrop-
olis below the basilica – where the original tomb 
and bones of Saint Peter were found, to the closing 
object of a cast of Saint John Paul II’s hand (which 
guests may grasp), visitors will experience a journey 
through the ages of artistic expression and religious 
iconography. The collections are organized to provide a 
window to the Vatican’s role in the world, with objects 
marking events throughout 2,000 years of history 
and tradition.  It’s a true “insider’s” view of the  
Vatican, including its spiritual, artistic and  
ceremonial treasures.

The exhibition is organized and circulated in conjunc-
tion with the Congregazione per l’Evangelizzazione 
dei Popoli of the Vatican City State. The exhibition is 
produced by Evergreen Exhibitions.

 



INTERNATIONAL SALES

For more information or to reserve 
an exhibition, please contact:

Antonia Spanos
+44 (0) 7966 139 867

antonia@exhibitionsagency.com

7979 Broadway, Suite 107, San Antonio, Texas 78209
Visit us online at evergreenexhibitions.com


